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ABSTRACT
To examine the role of the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway in compensating for DNA replication

defects in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we performed a genetic screen to identify mutants that require Rad52p
for viability. We isolated 10 mec1 mutations that display synthetic lethality with rad52. These mutations
(designated mec1-srf for synthetic lethality with rad-fifty-two) simultaneously cause two types of phenotypes:
defects in the checkpoint function of Mec1p and defects in the essential function of Mec1p. Velocity
sedimentation in alkaline sucrose gradients revealed that mec1-srf mutants accumulate small single-stranded
DNA synthesis intermediates, suggesting that Mec1p is required for the normal progression of DNA
synthesis. sml1 suppressor mutations suppress both the accumulation of DNA synthesis intermediates and
the requirement for Rad52p in mec1-srf mutants, but they do not suppress the checkpoint defect in mec1-
srf mutants. Thus, it appears to be the DNA replication defects in mec1-srf mutants that cause the requirement
for Rad52p. By using hydroxyurea to introduce similar DNA replication defects, we found that single-
stranded DNA breaks frequently lead to double-stranded DNA breaks that are not rapidly repaired in
rad52 mutants. Taken together, these data suggest that the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway is
required to prevent or repair double-stranded DNA breaks caused by defective DNA replication in mec1-
srf mutants.

THE activities of many different proteins must be for compensating for defects in DNA synthesis. Many
mutations affecting DNA synthesis proteins, such ascoordinated to perform the different steps of DNA

synthesis, and defects in these proteins can result in the FEN-1, thymidylate kinase, Cdc6p, DNA ligase, Pola,
and Pold (Hartwell and Smith 1985; Tishkoff et al.requirement for compensatory mechanisms to com-

plete DNA synthesis. In addition, damage to the DNA 1997), cause hyper-recombination phenotypes, sug-
gesting they cause defects that are repaired by recombi-template itself can prevent the cell from executing DNA

synthesis in a normal fashion, because DNA lesions can national mechanisms. Furthermore, many mutations af-
fecting DNA synthesis proteins, such as PCNA, RFC1,block the progress of the DNA synthesis machinery

(Strauss 1985; Berger and Edenberg 1986). When FEN-1, DNA ligase, RPA, and Pold, cause a requirement
for the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway for via-the cell does not properly compensate for defective

DNA synthesis or a damaged DNA template, progression bility (Montelone et al. 1981; Giot et al. 1997; Tishkoff
et al. 1997; Chen et al. 1998; Merrill and Holm 1998).through the cell cycle results in broken chromosomes

and an accumulation of mutations. In humans, these Each of these proteins is important for the in vitro recon-
stitution of lagging strand DNA synthesis (Ishimi et al.genomic aberrations can cause disastrous effects, such

as cell death or uncontrolled cell proliferation leading 1988; Tsurimoto and Stillman 1991; Turchi et al.
1994; Waga and Stillman 1994), and mutations affect-to cancer (for reviews see Paulovich et al. 1997; Wein-

ert 1998). Therefore, cells contain several pathways ing the structural genes for PCNA, RFC1, FEN-1, and
DNA ligase cause the accumulation of Okazaki-frag-that ensure that a faithful copy of the genome will be

completed prior to chromosome segregation during mi- ment-sized single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) fragments
during DNA synthesis in vivo (Johnston and Nasmythtosis.

While the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway was 1978; Merrill and Holm 1998). Inhibition of DNA
synthesis by the ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor hy-originally identified as being important for the repair

of DNA damage caused by ionizing radiation (Game droxyurea (HU) also causes a requirement for the
RAD52 recombinational repair pathway (Allen et al.and Mortimer 1974), it also appears to be important
1994). Interestingly, despite the ample evidence sug-
gesting that Rad52p is required to overcome the conse-
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GCATAGGCCACTAGTGGATCTG-39. G418-resistant trans-Proper replication of the genome is also ensured by
formants were selected as described (Wach et al. 1994). Allregulatory mechanisms that must coordinate the activity
gene disruptions were confirmed by PCR.

of DNA synthesis and DNA repair pathways. Under con- Cells were grown in YEPD (rich ) or SD (minimal) medium.
ditions of genotoxic stress, the cell division cycle arrests YEPD is 1% yeast extract, 2% bacto-peptone, and 2% dextrose;

SD is 0.67% yeast nitrogen base and 2% dextrose. For syntheticat the G1 or G2/M checkpoint, DNA synthesis is slowed,
complete (SC) medium, 20 mg of uracil, adenine, tryptophan,and the transcription of damage response genes is stimu-
and histidine, 30 mg of lysine, and 60 mg of leucine werelated. A number of genes, including RAD9, RAD17,
added to 1 liter of SD medium. Plates of 5-fluoroorotic acid

RAD24, MEC3, RFC2, RFC5, and POL2, are required to (5-FOA) were made as described previously (Ausubel et al.
maintain the G1 and G2/M checkpoints (Weinert and 1988). All plates were made with 2% bacto-agar. Unless other-

wise noted, cells were grown at the permissive temperatureHartwell 1988; Siede et al. 1993; Weinert et al. 1994;
of 308.Sugimoto et al. 1996, 1997; Noskov et al. 1998). Two

Conventional techniques of molecular biology were usedother checkpoint proteins, Mec1p and Rad53p, are also
in this study (Ausubel et al. 1988). The screening plasmid for

particularly important for the integrity of the S-phase the srf screen was constructed by a two-step process. To make
checkpoint, because they are required for the slowing plasmid pCH1676 (RAD52 URA3 CEN/ARS), a SalI-SalI RAD52

fragment from plasmid pCH1624 (RAD52 LEU2 2m; kindlyof DNA synthesis during exposure to genotoxins (Paul-
provided by D. Schild) was subcloned into the XhoI site ofovich and Hartwell 1995). While the precise mecha-
plasmid pRS316 (URA3 CEN/ARS). The ADE3 gene was thennism responsible for the slowing of DNA synthesis has
subcloned into the SalI-NotI sites of plasmid pCH1676 with a

yet to be elucidated, it is clear that Mec1p and Rad53p 3.5-kb SalI-NotI fragment from plasmid pCH1675 (ADE3 URA3
are required to prevent firing of “late” origins of replica- CEN/ARS) to make plasmid pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3

CEN/ARS). To make plasmid pCH1674 (RAD52 HIS3 CEN/tion during conditions of genotoxic stress (Santoca-
ARS), a SalI-EcoRI fragment containing RAD52 from plasmidnale and Diffley 1998; Shirahige et al. 1998). Mec1p
pCH1624 (RAD52 LEU2 2m) was ligated into the SalI-EcoRIand Rad53p also respond to DNA damage by inducing
sites of plasmid pRS313 (HIS3 CEN/ARS).

a transcriptional response that is mediated by the Dun1p Screen for srf mutants: The screen to identify mutations
protein kinase (Zhou and Elledge 1993; Allen et al. that display synthetic lethality with rad fifty-two (srf ) was based
1994). on the plasmid dependence assay developed by Kranz and

Holm (1990). Strain CH2550 (ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3 his3To investigate the role of recombinational repair in
rad52::LEU2) was transformed with screening plasmidcompensating for defects in DNA synthesis, we per-
pCH1677 (RAD52 URA3 ADE3 CEN/ARS), and stationary cul-formed a genetic screen to isolate mutations that cause tures were grown from individual transformants in synthetic

a requirement for an intact RAD52 recombinational medium to select for the pCH1677 plasmid. Sonicated cell
repair pathway. Of the 15 mutants recovered, 10 were suspensions were mutagenized by EMS to 80% viability and

spread onto YEPD plates. Approximately 150,000 EMS-muta-mec1 mutants. Although these mec1-srf mutations confer
genized colonies were assayed for sectoring after 7 days growtha checkpoint defect, we found that this checkpoint de-
at 308. Putative srf mutants (solid red colonies) were restreakedfect does not cause the requirement for Rad52p; instead, onto fresh YEPD plates (to retest the sectoring phenotype)

the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway must com- and 5-FOA plates [to provide a secondary test for dependence
pensate for defects in DNA synthesis caused by mec1-srf on plasmid pCH1677 (RAD52 URA3 ADE3 CEN/ARS)]. Only

one srf mutant from each individual culture was kept for fur-mutations. In addition, we show that inhibiting DNA
ther characterization, to prevent the accumulation of muta-synthesis with HU in rad52 mutants results in the appear-
tions that could be identical by descent.ance of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks, sug-

The following tests were performed to determine if plasmid
gesting that the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway dependence reflected dependence on the RAD52 gene on
may be required to repair dsDNA breaks created during plasmid pCH1677, and to determine if plasmid dependence
defective DNA synthesis. was caused by mutations affecting a single gene. Nonsectoring

strains were transformed with testing plasmids pCH1674
(RAD52 HIS3 CEN/ARS) and pCH1093 (HIS3 CEN/ARS), and
transformants were tested for sectoring on YEPD and forMATERIALS AND METHODS
growth on 5-FOA plates. We kept only the putative srf mutants
that (1) regained sectoring and became 5-FOA resistant whenStrains, plasmids, and growth conditions: The yeast strains
transformed with pCH1674 (RAD52 HIS3 CEN/ARS), and (2)used in this study have an S288C background and are listed
failed to regain sectoring and remained 5-FOA sensitive whenin Table 1. Standard genetic techniques were used for the
transformed with plasmid pCH1093 (HIS3 CEN/ARS). To de-construction and growth of each strain (Sherman et al. 1986).
termine if the Srf2 phenotype was caused by mutations affect-Parent strain CH2550 (ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3 his3 rad52::LEU2),
ing a single nuclear gene, each putative srf mutant (MATawhich was mutagenized for the synthetic lethal screen, was
ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3 his3 rad52::LEU2 srf(1, 2, 3, or 4) [pCH1677constructed by transforming strain CH1462 (ade2 ade3 leu2
(RAD52 URA3 ADE3 CEN/ARS)]) was backcrossed with unmu-ura3 his3) with a rad52::LEU2 disruption fragment generated
tagenized parent strain CH2551 (MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3by digestion of plasmid pCH1619 (kindly provided by D.
lys2 rad52 SRF). Diploids were sporulated to obtain tetradsSchild) with BamHI. To disrupt the SML1 gene, 45 bp of
that were subsequently dissected and analyzed genetically. srfhomology adjacent to the SML1 gene was added to the
mutants in which the Srf2 phenotype segregated in a 2:2kanMX4 cassette (Wach et al. 1994) by PCR using two primers:
fashion were considered to have mutations affecting a single59-CTTACGGTCTCACTAACCTCTCTTCAATGCTCAATAAT
gene, and they were kept for further characterization. AnalysisTTCCCGCAGGTGAAGCTTCGTACGC-39 and 59-GTATGA

AAGGAACTTTAGAAGTCCATTTCCTCGACCTTACCCTGG of backcrosses involving srf4 mutants indicated that the srf4
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TABLE 1

S. cerevisiae strains used in this study

Strain Genotype Source

CH1462 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 This laboratory
CH2097 MATa ura3-52 trp1 mec1-1 sml1-1 Weinert et al. (1994)
CH2363 MATa leu2D1 ura3-52 rth1D::URA3 Merrill and Holm

(1998)
CH2550 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 This study
CH2551 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 lys2 his3 rad52-pd1 This study
CH2552 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2553 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-101srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2554 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-102srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2555 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-103srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2556 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-104srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2557 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-105srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2558 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-106srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2559 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-107 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2560 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-108 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2561 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-109 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2562 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 rth1-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2563 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 rth1-101srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2564 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 nup84-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2565 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 nup84-101srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2566 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 ydr499w [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2567 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52-pd1 mec1-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2568 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 lys2 rad52-pd1 rth1-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2569 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 lys2 rad52-pd1 rth1-101srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2570 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 lys2 rad52-pd1 nup84-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2571 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 lys2 rad52-pd1 nup84-101srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study
CH2572 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 rth1-100 srf [pCH1674 (RAD52 HIS3)] This study
CH2573 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 rth1-101srf [pCH1674 (RAD52 HIS3)] This study
CH2574 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 ydr499w [pCH1674 (RAD52 HIS3)] This study
CH2576 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 sml1D::KanMX4 This study
CH2577 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-100 srf sml1D::KanMX4 [pCH1677 (RAD52 This study

ADE3 URA3)]
CH2578 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-101srf sml1D::KanMX4 [pCH1677 (RAD52 This study

ADE3 URA3)]
CH2579 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 [rho0] This study
CH2580 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 sml1D::KanMX4 [rho0] This study
CH2581 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-100 srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study

[rho0]
CH2582 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-100 srf sml1D::KanMX4 [pCH1677 (RAD52 This study

ADE3 URA3)] [rho0]
CH2583 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 mec1-101srf [pCH1677 (RAD52 ADE3 URA3)] This study

[rho0]
CH2584 MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3-52 his3 rad52::LEU2 [rho0] This study

mutation was linked to the LYS2 locus (31PD:2NPD:8T). ing. Plasmid DNA was isolated from 5-FOA resistant colonies
as described (Robzyk and Kassir 1992) and retransformedSpores in which the srf mutation had cosegregated with the

rad52 mutation (and not the rad52::LEU2 mutation) were sub- into the original srf mutant. Partial sequence was obtained for
library plasmid inserts that complemented the Srf2 phenotypesequently used for cloning by plasmid suppression.

Cloning of srf mutations by plasmid suppression: To clone upon retransformation, and it was submitted to the Saccharo-
myces Genome Database (http://genome-www.stanford.edu)the SRF genes, mutants with the general genotype ade2 ade3

leu2 ura3 his3 rad52 srf(1, 2, 3, or 4) [pCH1677(URA3 ADE3 for BLAST analysis. Conventional subcloning techniques were
used to identify open reading frames (ORF) on the libraryRAD52 CEN/ARS)] were transformed with pCH1132 (LEU2

CEN/ARS genomic library; kindly provided by P. Hieter). To plasmids that were necessary and sufficient for complementa-
tion.allow for the spontaneous loss of plasmid pCH1677 (URA3

ADE3 RAD52 CEN/ARS), transformants were grown for 3 days Isolating library plasmids that complemented the Srf2 phe-
notype successfully identified all four srf mutations. The Srf2at 308 on synthetic dextrose plates that contained uracil, ade-

nine, and histidine. To select for transformants harboring phenotype of strains CH2568 (srf1-1) and CH2569 (srf1-2) was
complemented by a library plasmid (pCH1750) that containedlibrary plasmids that complemented the srf mutation, library

transformants were transferred to 5-FOA plates by replica plat- the RAD27/RTH1 gene. The identity of the srf1 mutations
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was confirmed by the failure of the two srf1 mutants, strains and Holm 1998). After centrifugation, each gradient was sepa-
rated into 20, 250-ml fractions. For neutral gradients, fractionsCH2572 (srf1-1) and CH2573 (srf1-2), to complement the tem-

perature sensitivity of strain CH2363 (rth1D). The Srf2 pheno- were treated with an equal volume of 1.0 m NaOH overnight
at room temperature. Acid precipitable counts were deter-type of strains CH2570 (srf2-1) and CH2571 (srf2-2) was com-

plemented by a library plasmid (pCH1751) containing an mined for each fraction (McAlear et al. 1996; Merrill and
Holm 1998). Gradient fraction 1 represents the top of theinsert with the NUP84 gene. Conventional subcloning was

used to determine that the NUP84 sequence of the insert gradient (where smaller DNA molecules sediment), and frac-
tion 20 is the bottom of the gradient (where larger DNAwas necessary and sufficient for complementation of the Srf2

phenotype. The srf3 mutation affecting strain CH2574 (srf3) molecules sediment).
caused sensitivity to HU in addition to the Srf2 phenotype. A
library plasmid (pCH1752) that complemented both the Srf2

phenotype and the HU sensitivity of CH2574 (srf3) contained RESULTS
an insert with three predicted open reading frames. Subclon-

mec1 mutations display synthetic lethality with rad52:ing of this insert demonstrated that the novel gene YDR499w
was necessary and sufficient to suppress the defects caused by To identify mutations that cause a requirement for an
the srf3 mutation. The identification of srf4 mutations was intact RAD52 recombinational repair pathway, we per-
determined using similar methods (see results). formed a genetic screen to recover mutations that dis-

Primary characterization of mec1-srf mutants: To determine
played synthetic lethality with a rad52 mutation (srf mu-if the mec1 mutations confer growth defects and/or sensitivity
tants). By screening z150,000 EMS-mutagenized colonies,to DNA-damaging agents, serial dilutions of cultures of mec1-

srf mutants were spotted onto YEPD plates and grown under we recovered 15 srf mutants that fell into four comple-
various conditions: (1) at different temperatures (378, 358, mentation groups (srf1, 2, 3, and 4), two of which (srf3
308, 258, 238), (2) UV (20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, or 200 J/ and srf4) proved to be sensitive to low levels of HU. For
m2), (3) methyl methanesulfonate (MMS; 0.005%, 0.01%, or

each complementation group, the Srf2 phenotype was0.02%), or (4) HU (0.005 m, 0.01 m, 0.02 m, or 0.04 m).
caused by a recessive mutation that segregated 2:2 inGrowth on each plate was scored after 2 days.

Assessment of checkpoint defects: To determine if mec1-srf
mutations cause defects in the checkpoint function of Mec1p,

TABLE 2log-phase cultures of cells grown at 308 were treated with 200
mm HU. Aliquots were removed every hour, and cells were Sensitivity of mec1-srf mutants to DNA damage
plated for viability or fixed for 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) staining. Cell suspensions were diluted and sonicated

HUa UVb MMSc
so that individual cells could be spread onto YEPD plates. After
20 hr at 308, the growth of individual cells was determined by MEC1 111 111 111
scoring the number of cells in each of 100 microcolonies. mec1-1 222 1 22
Microcolonies consisting of at least 20 cells were scored as mec1-100 srf through mec1-107 srf d 22 1 22
viable. To determine if cells had inappropriately passed mec1-108 srf 22 2 222through the G2/M checkpoint during treatment with HU,

mec1-109 srf 22 11 11nuclear morphologies were scored; “normal” morphology
consisted of cells with a single round nucleus, and “elongated” Growth of serial diluted suspensions of cells spotted onto
morphology consisted of large budded cells with either two YEPD plates that: (1) contained 0.005 m to 0.04 m HU (HU),
separate nuclei or a single elongated nucleus. (2) were exposed to 20 to 200 J/m2 of UV irradiation (UV),

Sucrose velocity sedimentation gradients: To determine if or (3) contained 0.005% to 0.02% MMS (MMS). Growth of
mec1-srf mutations cause DNA synthesis defects, DNA frag- each mutant is expressed as its ability to grow compared to
ments from pulse-labeled cultures were resolved by size strain CH2550 (MEC1).
through sucrose velocity sedimentation gradients. To focus a 111 indicates growth from a 1:1000 diluted culture of
our analysis solely on chromosomal DNA replication, all gradi- cells spotted onto YEPD plates containing 0.04 m HU; 222
ent experiments were performed using [rho0] strains gener- indicates no growth from an undiluted culture of cells spotted
ated as described (Sherman et al. 1986). Briefly, 1-ml cultures onto YEPD plates containing 0.005 m HU; and 22 indicates
of [rho0] strains were grown overnight in the presence of 0.08 minimal growth from undiluted culture of cells spotted onto
mCi [14C]uracil for at least five generation times to chronically YEPD plates containing 0.005 m HU.
label genomic DNA with 14C. The log-phase cultures were b 111 indicates growth from a 1:1000 diluted culture of
concentrated to 0.5 ml in 1.5-ml tubes and preincubated for cells spotted onto YEPD plates and treated with 150 J/m2; 11
10 min at 308. For experiments that involved treatment with indicates growth from an undilted culture of cells spotted
HU, 25 ml of a 2 m HU stock solution was added to the onto YEPD plates treated with 150 J/m2; 1 indicates growth
1-ml culture immediately prior to preincubation. Next, newly from an undiluted culture of cells spotted onto YEPD plates
synthesized DNA was labeled with a pulse of 100 mCi [3H]uracil treated with 100 J/m2; and 2 indicates no growth from an
for 35 min at 308. Labeling was terminated as described ( John- undiluted culture of cells spotted onto YEPD plates and
ston and Williamson 1978), and fixed cells were gently lysed treated with 60 J/m2.
as described (McAlear et al. 1996; Merrill and Holm 1998). c 111 indicates growth from a 1:1000 diluted culture of

For alkaline gradients, 25 ml of 5 m NaOH was added to cells spotted onto YEPD plates containing 0.02% MMS; 11
denature dsDNA just prior to floating lysed cells on top of a indicates growth from an undiluted culture of cells spotted
sucrose gradient (5–20% sucrose containing 0.7 m NaCl, 0.03 onto 0.02% MMS; 22 indicates growth of an undiluted cul-
m EDTA, and 0.3 m NaOH). For neutral gradients, lysed cells ture of cells spotted onto YEPD plates containing 0.01% MMS;
were floated on top of a 15–30% sucrose gradient containing and 222 indicates no growth of an undiluted culture of cells
0.7 m NaCl and 0.03 m EDTA. DNA molecules were resolved spotted onto YEPD plates containing 0.005% MMS.
by velocity sedimentation through the sucrose gradients by d mec1-100 srf through mec1-107 srf mutations all cause similar

growth defects.centrifugation as described (McAlear et al. 1996; Merrill
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tetrads from diploids constructed by backcrossing srf damage (Table 2), strain CH2559 (mec1-107srf) is more
sensitive, and strain CH2560 (mec1-108srf) is less sensitivemutant strains with the unmutagenized parent strain

CH2551 (MATa ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3 lys2 rad52-pd1 SRF than the rest of the mec1-srf mutants. In addition, each
of the mutants is sensitive to inhibition of DNA synthesis[pCH1677 (URA3 ADE3 RAD52)]). This result indicates

that the Srf2 phenotype in each strain is caused by a srf by HU. None of the mec1-srf mutations cause a tempera-
ture-sensitive growth defect.mutation affecting a single gene.

We chose to concentrate on the largest complementa- To determine if mec1-srf mutations cause a defect in
the checkpoint function of Mec1p, we tested the abilitytion group of srf mutations (srf4), which consisted of

10 of the 15 total srf mutations, although the identity of the mec1-100srf mutant to arrest in the cell division
cycle when DNA synthesis was inhibited by HU. Whenof each of the four srf complementation groups was

determined (see materials and methods). To identify strain CH1462 (MEC1) is treated with 200 mm HU, it
undergoes a cell-cycle arrest (only 19% of nuclei werethe srf4 mutation, we cloned library plasmids that sup-

press both the Srf2 phenotype (dependency on RAD52) elongated; Table 3), and it maintains good viability
throughout the duration of the experiment (Figure 1).and the HU sensitivity of srf4 mutants. Partial sequenc-

ing of one such plasmid, pCH1753, revealed that it In contrast, the control checkpoint-defective strain
CH2097 (mec1-1) fails to arrest (50% of nuclei werecontains the MEC1 gene. To determine if SRF4 and
elongated), and it loses viability in HU (Figure 1). Simi-MEC1 are the same gene, we performed several experi-
lar to the mec1-1 control, strain CH2552 (mec1-100srf)ments. We demonstrated that MEC1 specifically sup-
fails to arrest cell division (51% of nuclei were elon-presses both phenotypes using an unrelated plasmid
gated), and it rapidly loses viability in HU (Figure 1).containing the MEC1 gene pEF212 (MEC1 HIS3) kindly
Similar results were obtained with strain CH2553 (mec1-provided by L. Hartwell; when transformed into strain
101srf). Taken together, these data indicate that mec1-CH2552 (srf4), this MEC1 plasmid complements both
srf mutations cause checkpoint defects and sensitivity tothe Srf2 phenotype and the HU sensitivity (data not
DNA-damaging agents, in addition to causing depen-shown). Mapping data further support the identity of
dence on the RAD52 recombinational repair pathway.SRF4 and MEC1; mutations in each gene lie 24 cM from

LYS2 (see materials and methods). Finally, srf4 muta-
tions fail to complement the HU sensitivity of mec1-1
when strain CH2552 (srf4) is crossed with strain CH2097
(mec1-1). Thus, we conclude that the Srf2 phenotype of
srf4 mutants is caused by mutations affecting the MEC1
gene. The 10 srf4 mutants were renamed mec1-100srf to
mec1-109srf, and collectively they are referred to as mec1-
srf mutants.

Mec1-srf mutants have a checkpoint phenotype: To
begin to characterize their effects on DNA metabolism,
we examined the general growth defects and DNA-dam-
age sensitivities caused by each of the 10 mec1-srf muta-
tions. While most of the mutants (8 of 10) have a similar
degree of sensitivity to UV and MMS-induced DNA

TABLE 3

Nuclear morphology in hydroxyurea

0 hr in 200 mm HU 6 hr in 200 mm HU

Normala Elongatedb Normala Elongatedb

MEC1 77 23 81 19
mec1-1 76 24 50 50

Figure 1.—mec1-srf mutants lose viability in HU. Exponen-mec1-100 srf 69 31 49 51
tially growing cultures of strains CH1462 (MEC1), CH2097mec1-101srf 60 40 48 52
(mec1-1), CH2552 (mec1-100 srf ), and CH2553 (mec1-101 srf )
were treated with 200 mm HU, and the viability of cells wasExponentially growing cultures of cells were treated with

200 mm HU and DAPI-stained cells were examined by fluores- determined by a microcolony assay at the indicated times. The
data are presented as the percentage of plated cells capablecence microscopy. Data are expressed as the percentage of

total cells counted (100 cells were counted for each sample). of forming a microcolony (.20 cells) after overnight incuba-
tion at 308. Whereas the MEC1 strain maintains good viabilitya Unbudded and budded cells with a single round nucleus.

b Budded cells with a single elongated nucleus or two divided throughout the experiment, all of the mec1 mutant strains
rapidly lose viability in 200 mm HU.nuclei.
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Defects in the checkpoint function of Mec1p do not
cause the requirement for RAD52: The biochemical
functions of Mec1p during cell division are complex.
Not only is Mec1p required to elicit a response to DNA
damage and arrest cell division (checkpoint function),
but it is also required for viability even in the absence
of stress (essential function). While it is unclear whether
these two functions reflect quantitative or qualitative
differences in biochemical activities of Mec1p in vivo,
these two functions can be genetically separated by sup-
pressor mutations. sml1 mutations suppress inviability

Figure 2.—Suppression of Srf2 phenotype by sml1 muta-caused by mec1 mutations, including a mec1D mutation,
tions. Strains CH2550 (MEC1 SML1), CH2552 (mec1-100 srf

but they do not suppress the defective damage-induced
SML), CH2553 (mec1-101srf SML), CH2576 (MEC1 sml1D),

cell division arrest of mec1 mutants (data not shown; CH2577 (mec1-100 srf sml1D), and CH2678 (mec1-101 srf sml1D)
Paulovich and Hartwell 1995; Zhao et al. 1998). were tested for their ability to survive following the loss of the

RAD52 gene. Each strain harbored a genomic rad52::LEU2Therefore, if a failure to arrest cell division in mec1
mutation and a plasmid copy of RAD52 on plasmid pCH1677mutants (checkpoint defect) causes the requirement
(RAD52 ADE3 URA3). A single colony of each strain wasfor Rad52p, then the sml1 mutation should not affect
streaked onto a 5-FOA plate, and the plate was photographed

the viability of the mec1-srf rad52 double mutants, be- after 3 days at 308. Because it is toxic to URA31 cells, 5-FOA
cause sml1 mutations do not suppress this defect. In selects for the cells that have lost plasmid pCH1677 (RAD52

ADE3 URA3). Therefore, cells can grow on 5-FOA only if theycontrast, if a defect in the essential function of Mec1p
do not require Rad52p for viability (Srf1). When the sml1Dcauses the requirement for RAD52, then the sml1 muta-
mutation is introduced into the genome of mec1-srf mutants,tion should suppress the synthetic lethality displayed
they no longer require Rad52p for viability. Thus the sml1D

between rad52 and mec1 mutations, because sml1 muta- mutation suppresses the requirement for Rad52p in mec1-srf
tions suppress defects in the essential function of mutants.
Mec1p.

To determine if the inability to arrest cell division in
mec1-srf mutants causes a requirement for Rad52p, we implicating Mec1p and Rad53p in DNA replication

(Santocanale and Diffley 1998; Shirahige et al.tested whether sml1 mutations could suppress the re-
quirement for Rad52p in mec1-srf mutants. Briefly, the 1998; Zhao et al. 1998), we next tested whether the

essential function of DNA synthesis is perturbed in mec1-SML1 gene was deleted from strain CH2552 (mec1-100srf

rad52 [pCH1677 (RAD52 URA3 ADE3)]) and strain srf mutants. Previously, we found that mutations (pol30,
rth1, and rfc1) that display synthetic lethality with rad52CH2553 (mec1-101srf rad52 [pCH1677 (RAD52 URA3

ADE3)]). The resulting mec1-srf rad52 sml1D [pCH1677 cause an accumulation of small ssDNA fragments during
DNA synthesis in vivo (Merrill and Holm 1998). To(RAD52 URA3 ADE3)] triple mutants were streaked onto

5-FOA plates to select for loss of the plasmid copy of examine the state of newly replicated DNA in mec1-srf
mutants, we used alkaline sucrose gradients to examineRAD52 (Figure 2). In contrast to parental strains

CH2552 (mec1-100srf rad52) and CH2553 (mec1-101srf the integrity of newly replicated DNA. All gradient ex-
periments were performed with [rho0] cells to eliminaterad52), strains CH2577 (mec1-100srf rad52 sml1D) and

CH2578 (mec1-101srf rad52 sml1D) are viable even with- consideration of mitochondrial DNA from the analyses.
Briefly, exponentially growing cultures were labeled forout the plasmid copy of RAD52. In addition to growing

on 5-FOA plates, the triple mutant strains also regain approximately five generation times with [14C]uracil to
label the bulk of genomic DNA. Next, a short pulsethe ability to form sectored colonies on YEPD plates

(data not shown), indicating that in the presence of (35 min) of [3H]uracil was added to the cultures to
differentially label newly synthesized DNA. Sedimenta-the sml1 suppressor, mec1-srf strains no longer require

Rad52p for survival. Combined with the retention of tion velocity through an alkaline sucrose gradient was
used to resolve ssDNA molecules by size. With this label-the checkpoint defect (failure to arrest cell division in

HU) in mec1-srf mutants bearing a sml1 mutation (data ing regimen, strain CH2579 (MEC1) incorporates most
of the pulse label into ssDNA fragments that are similarnot shown), this result indicates that it is not the loss

of the checkpoint function of Mec1p that produces the in size to chronically labeled fragments (Figure 3); very
little of the pulse-labeled DNA is smaller than 4 kb,need for Rad52p; instead, it is a defect in the essential

function of Mec1p that causes the requirement for which sediments to fraction 4. In contrast, strain
CH2581 (mec1-100srf) accumulates small ssDNA synthe-Rad52p. Since sml1 mutations cause an increase in the

concentration of dNTPs, the essential function of sis intermediates at the top of the sucrose gradients.
This accumulation of small ssDNA fragments duringMec1p likely involves DNA synthesis.

A DNA synthesis defect in mec1-srf mutants causes DNA synthesis is similar to, but less severe than, that
seen in pol30, rfc1, rth1, and cdc9 mutants (Johnstonthe requirement for RAD52: Given the recent findings
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Figure 3.—Size distribu-
tion of newly replicated
ssDNA in mec1-srf mutants.
The DNA of strains CH2579
(MEC1), CH2580 (MEC1
sml1D), CH2581 (mec1-
100srf), and CH2582 (mec1-
100srf sml1D) was continu-
ously labeled with 0.08 mCi/
ml [14C]uracil (dashed line)
overnight in YEPD. A 35-
min pulse of 200 mCi/ml
[3H]uracil was used to label
newly synthesized DNA with
3H (solid line). The dual-
labeled DNA was isolated,
and ssDNA molecules were
resolved by size by sedimen-
tation velocity through alka-
line sucrose gradients. For
each sedimentation profile,
the top of the gradient
(small ssDNA molecules) is
fraction 1, and the bottom
of the gradient (large
ssDNA molecules) is frac-
tion 20; 4-kb ssDNA mole-
cules sediment to fraction 4.
With this labeling regimen,
the MEC1 strain incorpo-
rates most of the pulse label
into relatively large ssDNA
fragments (3H and 14C pro-
files are similar). In con-
trast, mec1-100 srf mutants ac-
cumulate small ssDNA
fragments during DNA syn-
thesis. This DNA synthesis
defect is suppressed by the
sml1D mutation.

and Nasmyth 1978; Merrill and Holm 1998). A simi- mentation profiles from strain CH2582 (mec1-100srf

sml1D) are indistinguishable from those of strainlar accumulation of small ssDNA synthesis intermediates
also occurs in the other mec1-srf mutant that we exam- CH2579 (MEC1) or strain CH2580 (MEC1 sml1D; Figure

3). Thus, the loss of Sml1p concomitantly suppressesined, strain CH2583 (mec1-101srf; data not shown). These
results are consistent with the hypothesis that mec1-srf the accumulation of small ssDNA synthesis intermedi-

ates and the requirement for Rad52p in mec1-srf mu-mutations cause an accumulation of small ssDNA synthe-
sis intermediates that are similar in size to unligated (or tants.

Inhibition of DNA synthesis causes double-strandpartially ligated) Okazaki fragments.
If the DNA synthesis defect of mec1-srf mutants causes DNA breaks in rad52 mutants: One possible explanation

for the requirement for Rad52p in DNA synthesis mu-the requirement for Rad52p, then a mutation that sup-
presses the requirement for Rad52p should also sup- tants is that some ssDNA breaks occurring during DNA

synthesis could be converted to dsDNA breaks, whichpress the DNA synthesis defect. This hypothesis was
tested by examining newly replicated DNA in strain would be lethal to rad52 mutants. A similar hypothesis

recently has been proposed in E. coli to explain theCH2581 (mec1-100srf; requires Rad52p) and strain
CH2582 (mec1-100srf sml1D; does not require Rad52p; requirement for RecBCD in rep and dnaB mutants

(Michel et al. 1997; Seigneur et al. 1998). It is possibleFigure 3). Whereas strain CH2581 (mec1-srf ) shows a
clear accumulation of small ssDNA products, the sedi- that an analogous situation occurs in eukaryotes, and
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Figure 4.—Size distribu-
tion of newly replicated
dsDNA in cultures treated
with HU. The DNA from
strains CH2579 (RAD52)
and CH2584 (rad52) was la-
beled as described in Figure
3, except that treatment
with 50 mm HU (in 1HU
profiles) accompanied the
pulse labeling. Double-
stranded DNA molecules
were separated by size by ve-
locity sedimentation through
nondenaturing sucrose gra-
dients. For each sedimenta-
tion profile, the top of the
gradient (small dsDNA mol-
ecules) is fraction 1, and the
bottom of the gradient
(large dsDNA molecules) is
fraction 20; 160-kb dsDNA
molecules sediment to frac-
tion 5. When treated with
the DNA synthesis inhibitor
HU, newly replicated DNA
in the RAD52 strain is not
enriched for dsDNA breaks.
In contrast, the rad52 mu-
tant accumulates small
dsDNA fragments that con-
tain newly synthesized DNA.

dsDNA breaks may arise from DNA synthesis defects. HU. We treated strains CH2579 (RAD52) and CH2584
(rad52) with 50 mm HU during a pulse-labeling period.Unfortunately, it is not possible to examine the DNA

from strains harboring mutations that cause both defec- Dual-labeled dsDNA fragments were separated by size
by sedimentation through a neutral sucrose gradienttive DNA synthesis and defective recombinational repair

because these strains are inviable. However, yeast strains (Figure 4). In the absence of HU treatment, the sedi-
mentation profiles of dsDNAs from both strain CH2579treated with 50 mm HU during DNA synthesis accumu-

late ssDNA damage (Johnston 1983; Walmsley et al. (RAD52) and strain CH2584 (rad52) show that most of
the chronic and pulse label is found in large dsDNA1984) that is similar to what is seen in mec1-srf (present

study), pol30, rfc1, rth1 (Merrill and Holm 1998), and molecules (.160 kb, which sediments to fraction 5).
When DNA synthesis was inhibited by 50 mm HU, acdc9 (Johnston and Nasmyth 1978) mutants. Other

studies of the effects of HU suggest that these DNA striking accumulation of small dsDNA molecules (50
kb and smaller) containing newly synthesized DNA issynthesis fragments are replication intermediates

caused by stalled replication forks (Santocanale and observed in the rad52 mutant strain. These results show
that rad52 mutants accumulate dsDNA breaks whenDiffley 1998).

To determine if dsDNA breaks can accumulate in DNA synthesis is perturbed, and they are consistent
with the hypothesis that the formation of dsDNA breaksrad52 mutants because of defects in DNA synthesis, we

looked for the formation of dsDNA breaks in newly causes rad52 mutants to be sensitive to the effects of
inhibiting DNA synthesis.synthesized DNA when DNA replication was inhibited by
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DISCUSSION cellular functions, or perform separate steps in a single
cellular pathway. The identification of mec1 mutationsTo examine the role of recombinational repair in
that cause a requirement for recombinational repairensuring complete replication of the genome, we per-
and the DNA synthesis defects caused by these mec1formed a genetic screen to isolate mutations that display
mutations may have relevance to these diseases. It issynthetic lethality with a rad52 mutation. Surprisingly,
possible that the common defects associated with A-Twe recovered 10 new mec1 mutants that require the
and NBS are caused by DNA synthesis defects and theRAD52 recombinational repair pathway for viability.
inability to repair these defects, respectively. FurtherSedimentation analysis of newly synthesized DNA from
research into the functions of the Atm protein is re-mec1-srf mutants indicates that the mec1-srf mutations
quired to determine if atm mutant cells have defects incause defects in DNA synthesis that are similar to defects
DNA synthesis that are analogous to the defects in mec1-caused by other mutations (pol30, rfc1, rth1, and cdc9)
srf mutants.displaying synthetic lethality with rad52. The single-

While it is clear that Rad52p must compensate forstranded nicks and breaks observed in each of these
defects in the essential function of Mec1p, the precisemutants may be converted to dsDNA breaks, because
function of Mec1p in DNA synthesis remains unclear.dsDNA breaks accumulate during DNA synthesis in
Mec1p may be required to synthesize sufficient amountsrad52 mutants treated with the DNA synthesis inhibitor
of dNTPs to allow replication of the entire genomeHU. These data suggest that dsDNA break formation
(Zhao et al. 1998). Alternatively, Mec1p may be requiredand recombinational repair play an important role in
to coordinate the firing of origins of replication duringmaintaining genomic stability when there are defects
S phase (Santocanale and Diffley 1998; Shirahige

in the normal mode of DNA replication.
et al. 1998). Deficits in either of these functions could

While the genetic screen for srf mutants was not satu-
lead to defects such as stalled replication forks or defec-

rated, it was striking that two-thirds of all mutants iso-
tive Okazaki fragment maturation. Such defects would

lated had mutations affecting Mec1p. We recovered two cause the accumulation of small ssDNA synthesis inter-
mutations affecting rad27/rth1, which has previously mediates, such as those observed in Figure 3. Thus,
been shown to display synthetic lethality with rad52 either stalled replication forks or an abundance of
(Tishkoff et al. 1997). The screen was not saturated, ssDNA breaks in the nascent DNA strand could cause
however, because we did not recover mutations affecting the requirement for the RAD52 recombinational repair
several other genes (pol30, rfc1, rad3, rpa1, pol3, and pathway.
cdc9) previously shown to display synthetic lethality with If mec1-srf mutations indeed cause replication forks
rad52 (Montelone et al. 1981; Malone and Hoekstra to stall, the requirement for Rad52p could be analogous
1984; Giot et al. 1997; Chen et al. 1998; Merrill and to the requirement for the RecBCD complex in rep and
Holm 1998). It is somewhat surprising that so many of dnaB mutants of Escherichia coli. Mutations affecting rep-
the srf mutants recovered (10 of 15) were mec1 mutants. licative helicases (rep and dnaB) cause a requirement
However, MEC1 is a large gene for yeast (.7000 bp), for the recombinational repair complex RecBCD for
and it may be that many different sites in the ORF can viability, and the requirement for RecBCD is caused
be mutated to cause the partial defects leading to the by dsDNA break formation at stalled replication forks
Srf2 phenotype. Therefore, it is possible that MEC1 sim- (Michel et al. 1997; Seigneur et al. 1998). Interestingly,
ply provides a larger target for EMS mutagenesis than the requirement for RecBCD and the formation of
other genes that can mutate to cause Rad52p depen- dsDNA breaks are concomitantly suppressed by muta-
dency. tions affecting the RuvAB enzyme, which processes Hol-

A connection between recombinational repair and liday junctions (Michel et al. 1997; Seigneur et al.
Mec1p-like proteins has also been suggested in humans 1998). One interpretation is that RuvAB processes
with the cloning of genes responsible for Nijmegen stalled replication forks into Holliday junctions for re-
breakage syndrome and ataxia telangiectasia. These dis- combination-dependent repriming of DNA synthesis,
eases are phenotypically similar to each other, sharing which prevents dsDNA break formation. While the yeast
common cell biological defects (chromosomal re- genome does not contain sequences similar to ruvA or
arrangements, sensitivity to ionizing radiation, and ra- ruvB, it may encode proteins that have activities analo-
dio-resistant DNA synthesis) and clinical features (im- gous to RuvAB with respect to processing stalled replica-
munodeficiency and predisposition to hematopoietic tion forks. If so, the accumulation of dsDNA fragments
malignancy; Nagasawa et al. 1985; Taalman et al. in rad52 strains treated with HU could be explained if
1989). In light of these similarities, the cloning of the the RAD52 pathway is important for preventing dsDNA
ATM gene (a homologue of Mec1p) (Savitsky et al. break formation resulting from stalled replication forks.
1995) and NBS1/nibrin (a 95-kD protein found in a Results from other studies are consistent with the
complex with RAD50 and MRE11 recombinational re- hypothesis that the recombinational repair pathway
pair proteins; Carney et al. 1998; Varon et al. 1998) could be necessary to allow complete replication of the

genome when there are stalled replication forks. Forsuggests that these two proteins may either have similar
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points and DNA damage-induced transcription in yeast. Genesexample, DNA synthesis of long stretches of DNA (virtu-
Dev. 8: 2401–2415.

ally entire chromosome arms) can be stimulated by re- Ausubel, F. M., R. Brent, R. E. Kingston, D. D. Moore, J. G. Seidman
et al. (Editors), 1988 Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. Greenecombinational repair in yeast (Malkova et al. 1996;
Publishing Associates and Wiley Interscience, New York.Morrow et al. 1997; Bosco and Haber 1998). Other

Berger, C. A., and H. J. Edenberg, 1986 Pyrimidine dimers block
results indicate that recombinational mechanisms are simian virus 40 replication forks. Mol. Cell. Biol. 6: 3443–3450.

Bosco, G., and J. E. Haber, 1998 Chromosome break-induced DNArequired to accommodate ssDNA lesions during S phase
replication leads to nonreciprocal translocations and telomereby allowing replication of DNA that contains UV-
capture. Genetics 150: 1037–1047.

induced damage (Kadyk and Hartwell 1993; Paulo- Carney, J. P., R. S. Maser, H. Olivares, E. M. Davis, M. Le Beau et
al., 1998 The hMre11/hRad50 protein complex and Nijmegenvich et al. 1998). In addition, after the first origin-initi-
breakage syndrome: linkage of double-strand break repair to theated round of replication of the T4 bacteriophage ge-
cellular DNA damage response. Cell 93: 477–486.

nome following infection, recombinational mechanisms Chen, C., K. Umezu and R. D. Kolodner, 1998 Chromosomal re-
arrangements occur in S. cerevisiae rfa1 mutator mutants due toare responsible for late rounds of DNA synthesis (Mosig
mutagenic lesions processed by double-strand-break repair. Mol.et al. 1995). Thus, it is possible that recombination-
Cell 2: 9–22.

dependent DNA synthesis could take over a significant Game, J. C., and R. K. Mortimer, 1974 A genetic study of X-ray
sensitive mutants in yeast. Mutat. Res. 24: 281–292.amount of DNA synthesis when normal origin-initiated

Giot, L., R. Chanet, M. Simon, C. Facca and G. Faye, 1997 Involve-DNA replication fails due to stalled replication forks.
ment of the yeast DNA polymerase delta in DNA repair in vivo.

Although stalled replication forks could cause the Genetics 146: 1239–1251.
Hartwell, L. H., and D. Smith, 1985 Altered fidelity of mitoticrequirement for Rad52p, a simpler hypothesis ex-

chromosome transmission in cell cycle mutants of S. cerevisiae.plaining the requirement for Rad52p is that an abun-
Genetics 110: 381–395.

dance of ssDNA breaks in mec1-srf mutants leads to an Ishimi, Y., A. Claude, P. Bullock and J. Hurwitz, 1988 Complete
enzymatic synthesis of DNA containing the SV40 origin of replica-elevated level of dsDNA breaks. Consistent with this
tion. J. Biol. Chem. 263: 19723–19733.hypothesis, mec1 mutations have previously been shown

Johnston, L. H., 1983 The cdc9 ligase joins completed replicons in
to increase the frequency of mitotic recombination baker’s yeast. Mol. Gen. Genet. 190: 315–317.

Johnston, L. H., and K. A. Nasmyth, 1978 Saccharomyces cerevisiae(Vallen and Cross 1995). In addition, we have shown
cell cycle mutant cdc9 is defective in DNA ligase. Nature 274:that the DNA synthesis defect of mec1-srf mutants causes
891–893.

an accumulation of small ssDNA fragments that can be Johnston, L. H., and D. H. Williamson, 1978 An alkaline sucrose
gradient analysis of the mechanism of nuclear DNA synthesis inobserved with pulse-labeled DNA resolved in alkaline
the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Mol. Gen. Genet. 164: 217–225.sucrose gradients. This type of sedimentation profile

Kadyk, L. C., and L. H. Hartwell, 1993 Replication-dependent
has also been observed in other mutants (pol30, rth1, sister chromatid recombination in rad1 mutants of Saccharomyces

cerevisiae. Genetics 133: 469–487.rfc1, and cdc9) that require Rad52p for survival (John-
Kranz, J. E., and C. Holm, 1990 Cloning by function: an alternativeston and Nasmyth 1978; Merrill and Holm 1998).

approach for identifying yeast homologs of genes from other
In addition, treatment with HU, which is toxic to rad52 organisms. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 87: 6629–6633.

Malkova, A., E. L. Ivanov and J. E. Haber, 1996 Double-strandmutants, also causes an accumulation of ssDNA synthesis
break repair in the absence of RAD51 in yeast: a possible roleintermediates (Johnston 1983; Walmsley et al. 1984).
for break-induced DNA replication. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA

The presence of many ssDNA breaks in one DNA strand 93: 7131–7136.
Malone, R. E., and M. F. Hoekstra, 1984 Relationships between acould potentiate dsDNA break formation, because sto-

hyper-rec mutation (REM1) and other recombination and repairchastic breaks affecting the template strand would be
genes in yeast. Genetics 107: 33–48.

more likely to occur across from a ssDNA break in the McAlear, M. A., K. M. Tuffo and C. Holm, 1996 The large subunit
of replication factor C (Rfc1p/Cdc44p) is required for DNAnascent strand. Since Rad52p is required for homolo-
replication and DNA repair in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Geneticsgous recombinational repair of dsDNA breaks, these
142: 65–78.

dsDNA breaks would be lethal in rad52 mutants; even Merrill, B. J., and C. Holm, 1998 The RAD52 recombinational
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Genetics 148: 611–624.
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